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DAN RICE, BAR- to me is interesting. It is the will·
clown used to say ingness that comes over one to
visits, here we are sacrifice independence. I suppose
couple of weeks in that in each of
there is somethe hospital and thing of the desire to have things
two more perfect- his own way, to make his own dely useless weeks cisions, to run his own show. In the
at home. Such an hospital one is in charge of others
experience m a y who decide what shall be done, and
not be the 'ideal how and when, and the subject has
way to spend a nothing to say about it. Strange
vacation, but it as it seems, the experience is
has Its points. rather pleasing. One lapses into a
The ordinary va- dreamy sort of existence without
cation is full of the need to care for anything. The
duties and obli- days of the week and the hours
gations, even if of the day are matters of indifthose are volun- ference. If one is drowsy there is
tarily
assumed,· no need to do anything but sleep,
an d sometimes whether the hour be noon or midthey make great night. There is no need to think
Davies
d e m an d s
o n about what shall be done next.
strength and patience. If one goes Somebody else has thought all that
fishing he feels it his duty to get out. The doctor and the nurses are
up at unseasonable hours and re- in charge. It is their business to
main out in inclement weat]Jer- do the patient's thinking.
I
as if the fish cared. If he goes tour* * *
ing there are so many hundred
THE HOSPITAL PATIENT
miles to be made in a day, and it comes to think of himse~f objecis humiliating not to make them, tively, if he thinks at all. Somebody
though all the rest of the world takes a picture of his internal ormay be indifferent as to whether gans, his blood is tested, his heart
one is making schedule time or not. is examined for leaks . and other
In a week or two in the hospital irregularities. Perhaps he is inand another period of convales- formed after all these tests that
cence at home, one is free from all there isn't much the matter. The
these embarrassments.
information is mildly gratifying,
*
*
but it is received with calmness.
Much or little the matter, it is
ONE OF THE INTERESTING somebody else's job to look after it,
features of being a patient in a and there is no need for the patient
hospital is the delightful feeling of to concern himself greatly about
irresponsibility that is induced. In l·t•
normal health one is conscious, not,
*
perhaps, _that the weight. of the I HOSPITAL EXPERIENCE AND
entire universe re~ts on his shoul- the period or' idleness that is apt
d~rs, but that it is nec~ssary for to follow it have a deflationary · inhim to carry an appreciabJe part fluence which can scarcely fail to
of the load. Th~re are thmgs to be wholesome. Each of us has his
b~ done otherwise the machine place in the general scheme of
will not wor~, a~d one must do things, and it is quite possible for
those things 1f disaster is to be one to be carried a way by a sense
averted.
'
·
o f h"1s own 1mportance.
A period
of enforced retirement is an ex*
IN THE HOSPITAL ALL THAT cellent corrective. One learns that
is for gotten. Without any sense of the world can get along without
negligence· or consciousness of him, and if he has had any fear
! guilt, problems that have seemed that his final and inevitable reof supreme importance are left for moval from this sphere will result
others to solve, and work that has in a grand crash, it is demonstrated
seemed an immediate personal ob- to him that his fear is groundless.
ligation is left for others to do or After doing absolutely nothing for
leave undone. It does not matter. a month I find that the world is
, There is complete relaxation and not much worse off than it was
complete . willingness to let the before. And if there have been any
unfavorable developments meanworld wag as it will.
while, probably I couldn't have
* ANOTHER
* *
FEA stopped them if I had been on the
THERE IS
ture of hospital expereince which job.

WELL, AS
num's famous
on his annual
again-after a

us

*

* *

*

1

*

THE STORY OF THE LIFE OF
y Kemble as told in the book
ann
'
.
by Margaret Armstrong, is one of
absorbing interest. Not only was
the life of the
great nineteenthcentury
actresp
full of incidenf's
interest in g in
themselves
bu t
her I on~ l if e
bridged a gap between the present and a past
which, v i e w e d
· from some standpoints, seems unbeli e v a b 1 y a.is-·
tant.

F

* * *

F ANNY . KEMDavies
ble was the child
of a distinguished theatrical ~family. Her father was Charles Keml;>le, an actor who for many years
stood at the top of his profession.
in London. Her aunt was Mrs. Siddons universally acclaimed as the
.'
leading actress of her day. Other
relatives~ including several ancestors, had won distinction on the
stage. With such an inheritance
'
together with that from . a vivacious French mother, also an actress,
Fanny would seem destined for
the stage. Her par en ts, however,
did-not plan a stage career for the
girl. Although during her girlhood
she received training in voice and
stage deportment and acted in occasional private theatricals, it was
not until she was 19 that she made
her debut as a professional actress,
and, as Juliet; took London by
storm.

l

*

* *

CURING THE
UN IT ED
States with her father she visited
the principal cities of the eastern
seaboard at a time when the raw
and unsightly accompaniments of
their growth forced themselves
unpleasingly on . the attention of
the stranger. On that tour . she met
Pierce Butler, a Georgia planter,
the young man who was to become
her husband, and on whose rice
plantation, employing some 700
slaves, she was to spend several
unhappy years, , because there she
lived in the midst of slavery almost at its worst.

* *

*

IN THIS STORY OF HER LIFE
there are quoted numerous excerpts from Fanny's journal irl
which for many years she recorded incidents and impressions. These ·
entries were made without thought
of publication and they reflect
frankly her moods and impres.
Th e s t ory o f h er
· r1·d e on
s1ons.
Stephenson's new railroad from
Liverpool to Manchester is delightful. She describes her chat
with Stephenson an~ of his expl~nation of the principles on which
his "Rocket" engine operated and
of the methods of building the
roadbed. "His way of explaining
h"imseIf"
1 peculiar,
, s h.e . wri·t es, ""s
but very str1kmg, and I underst9od
all that he said to me." Here is
her own description of the locomotive:

* * *

"SHE
FOR THEY MAKE
these curious little firehorses all
mares-consisted of a boiler, a
stove, a small platform, a bench,
and behind the bench a barrel containing enough water to prevent
her from becoming thirsty for 15
miles. There is a chimney to the
stove, but as they burn coke there
is none of the dreadful black smoke
which accompanies the progress of
a steam vessel. This snorting little
animal, which I felt rather inclined
to pat, was harnessed to our carriage, and we started at ab.out· 10
miles per hour.

FANNY WAS BORN IN 1809, A
year marked by the birth of Abraham Lincoln, Gladstone, and several other celebrities. She died in
1892, thus spanning, in a single
lifetime, one of the most monentous periods in history. Looking
back from a time well within the
·T HAT WAS . A SHORT PRE:recollection of persons now only liminary trip. The formal opening
in middle life, she was a girl of six of the road was some weeks later,
when the battle of Waterloo ended with the duke of Wellington pre- the career of Napoleon. She was a siding and Fanny a guest. Unforfellow passenger with' the great tunately that first run was marked
duke of Wellington on the first by tragedy.
trip made by the first railway train
During a stop a Mr. Huskisson,
over the first railroad ever built. a prominent London financier;
She played in northern England stood too close to, the track while
when the _a pplication of steam to chatting with a friend and was
machinery was beginning to trans- struck by the engine returning
form the textile industry, 'nd from taking on water. Within a
there hostile audiences became er few hours he died from his injurenthusiastic friends.
1ies.

* * *

YESTERDAY'S COLUMN WAS dressed mostly in rags, for little
devoted to Margaret Armstrong's clothing was necessary, treated in
illness in a filthy and dilapitatcd
biography of Fanny Kemble. I infirmary to restore their workintended to complete what I had ing powers, and allowed callously
to say about it to die if they failed to .respond
in one issue, but promptly to the crude treatment
ran out of space administered.
before reaching
*
Fanny's experiIT WAS INTO THIS ATMOSence on her hus- phere that the generous and pasband's
Georgia. sionate young woman stepped
plantation,
one from the height of a brilliant dra-·
of the most in- matic career and in which she
teresting f e a- spent the first five years of her
tures of t h e married life. On that plantation
book. It was that l there was nothing of the kindly
expe_rienc~
that spirit between slaves and slaveinsp~red m Fan- holder so often described as typiny her passion-- cal of the South, and which actuate
hatred of ally existed on some plantations.
sla':'ery
a n d There was no glamour, no roDavles
which was the mance, nothing but brutal realchief cause of her separation from ism.
her husband.
* *
FANNY'S H E A R T WAS
WHILE MANY BOOKS HAVE wrung by what she saw around
been written descriptive of the her. She visited the negroes in the
South before the Civil War, it was filth of their hovels and tried to
through the eyes of Mrs. Stowe show them how they could imthat northern readers came to vis- prove their surroundings. But
ualize the conditions under which there was little chance for imAmerican slavery existed, and provement. Men, women and chil·
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" was accept- dren of tender years had to work
ed by millions as a faithful pie- from dawn until dark. Weary at
ture. Its wide acceptance in the the end of the day they got what
north and the deep resentment rest they could, and awoke to anwith which it was received in the other day of toil.
slave states are generally held to
have been important influences in I APPEALING TO HER HUS·
precipitating the Civil War.
band Fanny was able to get some
* *
improvements made in the inMRS. STOWE'S BOOK IS A firmary, and other slight conceswork of the imagination, based on sions were made to her. But her
material drawn from many sources interference was resented. Butler
and woven skillfully into a melo- drifted into dissipated habits.
dramatic structure. It emphasized Fanny returned to England. Butthe harshness of slavery, but 1t ler sued for and obtained a dialso described the benevolent pa- vorce.
ternalism under which slavery ex:1c
*
isted on some plantations. Fanny
EARLY IN THE CIVIL WAR,
Kemble spent several years in in- with the recollection of slavery as
timate contact with slavery unre- she knew it fresh in her mind,
lieved by anything which could Fanny published her
journal,
make it tolerable, and to the pages which Immediately became a best
of her journal she confided her I seller in England. While it may
own impressions of it and the re- not be correct to say that "Un··
cord of her own experience.
cle Tom's Cabin" brought on the
* * *
Civil War, it is undoubtedly true
IN 1834, AT THE AGE OF 25, that the book had a marked InFanny was married to Pierce But-- fluence on sentiment north and
ler, owner by inheritance of a south. Fanny Kemble's journal is
large island plantation in Georg:a, sometimes said to have so influand of a farm home, called by enced British sentiment that it
courtesy an estate, a few miles prevented recognition of the Con-·
out of Philadelphia. After a brief federacy by the British governsojourn at the latter place the cou- ment. Fanny's biographer does not
ple went to live on the Butler Is- go quite that far, but she sugland plantation. The story of the gests quite reasonably that such
five years spent there is a tragic a work, published at such a crione.
tical time, and widely read as 1t
*
was, must at least have exerted an
THE HUNDREDS OF SLAVES important influence.
on the plantation were with only
* *
few exceptions pure black, born
SEPARATED
FROM
HER
on the island, utterly Ignorant, husband, Fanny returned to the
driven .like beasts and lashed for stage for a time, but later she ueeven trivial delinquencies. The voted herself almost exclusively
plantation was operated as a cold- to dramatic reading, in which field
blooded matter of business. The she won fresh laurels, in England,
slaves were working stock, fed to on the European continent and in
keep them in working condition, America.

* *

*

* * *

* * *

*

*

* *

*

FLOWER COLORATION IS AN the bod to another location. All that
.
d
licated sub- were transplanted produced blooms
interestmg an
comp
of the opposite color~
ject. In the case of some plants
* * *
the colors are fixed and regular,
FLOWER GARDENERS . GENboth .as to the erally report that this is a better
r them~elves year than usual for sweet peas.
co1O s
Perhaps the cool spring had someand as to the pat- thing to do with it. The books tell
tern · of their dis.. us to plant sweet peas in a trench
tribution. In oth- several inches deep and gradually
er cases the wild· ?raw the earth around the grow..
.
mg plan ts until the trench is level
e s t irregularity full. I have done that for several
pre v a i 1 s. Not years, with very poor results. This
only is this ir- year I planted shallow, not more
regularity observ- than two inches, and th~ growth
has been much more satisfactory.
ed w h e n t h e Perhaps deep planting is not the
plants are left to thing for our soil.
themselves, bu t
There is a widespread belief that
transplanting in- if sweet peas of different colors
duces some sur- are planted together the coloring
Davies
prising changes. of some will affect the others. This
* *
is impossible as to the blooms
H. A. VARLAND, 613 EIGHTH from the first year's planting.
avenue South, reports the unex- Crossing of varieties is possible
pected behavior of . some of his only through cross pollenization
zinnias. This year Mr. Varland and pollen is not formed until the
planted zinnie seed in the open petals are colored and open. If
ground, producing many hundreds seed is saved from plants of differof plants. His seed was of several ent colors growing together the efchoice varieties, mixed indiscrim- feet .o f hybridization may be apinately. As the plants grew they parent in plants grown from that
were thinned out and those that seed. For that reason it is not a
were lifted were transferred to good plan to use home-grown seed
other beds. When the plants began where there has been an opporto bloom it was found that all the tunity for crossing.
standard zinnia colors were represented among the plants that had
IT IS AMONG THE PETUNIAS
not been lifted, but all of those that that perhaps the greatest irreguhad been transplanted produced Iarity in coloring is found. The
only pink blossoms.
smaller varieties run to soled and
*
fixed colors, but in the big fluffy
THEORETICALLY IT IS POS- ones no rule seems to be observed.
sible that only the pink varieties Blossoms of two or more colors
were moved. But at transplanting may appear on the same plant, and
time the plants were tiny, with in individual blossoms on the same
nothing to indicate their color. plant the colors are as irregularly
There were thousands of them, distributed as if they had been
growing hit-or-miss, and mathema- thrown on from a distance.
ticians will agree that the chance
* * *
of selecting only those of one color
YEARS AGO ALMOST EVERY
was only one in many millions. garden in this territory had its bed
What seems to be a more reason- of asters which grew luxuriantly
able explanation is that all the and produced perfect blossoms unplants had been developed from til snow came. Then blight or rust
an original vigorous pink stock, appeared, and for some years it
and that the shock of transplant- has been next to impossible to
i~g nullified all the effects of grow good asters. Scientific growseedsmen in selection and polleni- ers have struggled with the probzation and the plants reverted to Iem and have produced several
their original color.
more or less rust-resistant types.
* *
The best asters that I have seen in
SEVERAL YEARS AGO FRED a Jong time are those of my next
Harris, 1007 Cottonwood street, door neighbor, Mrs. Hafsten and
had a somewhat similar experience are visible from my window. The
with tulips. He had a large bed plants are healthy, and the bloscontaining only one color, red or soms, of many colors, are perfect
yellow, I have forgotten which. He in form. Perhaps I shall try asters
removed all the bulbs from half again.
·

*

* * *

*

*

*

SENATOR HOLT PROMISES
to introduce a resolution in the
senate next winter expressing
that body's disapproval of a third
term for President Roosevelt.
There are those
'Who do not look
With favor on a

sion. Japan proposes to withdraw
provided the Russians will not
move in, and to have the boundary question decided by a commission. Russia refuses and proposes to reoccupy the territory
before considering further negotiations. The Japanese position
seems to resemble that of the

third

term for
pickpocket who, after lifting anMr. Roosevelt
other man's wallet, proposes that
who will questhey lay it on the ground and
tion the proshake dice for it.
priety of any
formal
expresTHE AMERICAN WAR DEsion on the subject by either
partment is reported to be consenate or house.
sidering the establishment of a
Individual memDavies
well equipped air base in Alaska
bers are priveleged, as are all a.s a part of the program of naother citizens, to express them- bonal defense. Such an air base
selves on the subject as they could b~ reached from the rest of
please but neither house or con- the United S~a~es only by flying
gress has any authority over the over the Pac1f1c or across Cannumber of terms that a presi- adian territory. There is no prosdent may serve. If the members pect that _the United States and
wish, cOngress may submit to Canada will ever make war on
the p e op 1 e a constitutional each ot~er. In any war in which
amendment on the subject, but the Umted _states might be enin adopting a resolution such as gaged an air route across Canis proposed the senate would be ada to . Alaska would be of sumeddliing with something outside preme importance, and undoubtof its functions. -'I'he fact that edly arrangements would be made
the senate did adopt such a reso- for its use. Geographically and
lution on another occasion is be- strategically Grand Forks would
side the point. A bad precede~t !, be a n impor t ant station along
ought not to be f ollowed.
such a route.

*

*

*

*

* *

*

*

*

DOUGLAS CORRIGAN, WHO . WITH OTHER CONSIDERAslipped across the Atlantic while hons absent popular sentiment js
nobody was looking. has been usually in favor of smashing pogreeted in New York with a de- litcal rings and dethroning bosses.
monstration befitting the unique But if the ring and the boss, for
character of his flight.
The unworthy reasons of their own,
young flier performed a feat happen to be working temporwhich stirs the imagination, even arily on our side of the fence,
while one hopes that the stunt there seems to be nothing to do
may not be repea ted. And, with but accept such bedfellows as the
every opportunity to yield to fat es send us, and make the best
the spirit .Df .cheap aensatlqnal- of it.
ism, he seems to have kept his
*
head most remarkably. His feat
BOTH AME RIC AN AND
will yield him substantial finan- Canadian governments are uncial returns, but he has shown dertaking to set a minimum price
no disposition to make a show for wheat. The American plan ls
of himself.
to lend money on wheat up to a 1
*
stated figure and take over the
THE DAY ON WHICH COR- grain if the market price falls l
rigan made his flight was im- below ihe loan figure. The Can- 1
mediately described as "a great adian goverm;nent will bu¢ out;I
y for- the Irish."
can ·under- right a ~ i MPl!a II! !' Matstand the thrill which the flight ed price. The American plan is
gave to those whose antecedents subject to a number of condilike Corrigan's, were Irish. I re~ tions which may or may not be
call, also, that when Alcock and acceptable to farmers, and no
Browns completed the first flight policy has been announced for
ever made across the ocean no the disposal of the large quantity
special emphasis was placed on of wheat which the govemme~t
the fact that Alcock was English. may acquire. The plan involved
And while Lindbergh is of swe- the possibilty of a laege surplus
dish extraction, that fact never in the hands of the government,
figured very largely in the at- something with the country has j
tention given him. 1 suppose· had bitter experience. The Can-,
there are no people on earth to adian government intends to
whom racial ties make a stronger market regularly at the world
appeal than to the Irish-unless price all wheat which comes into
it be the Scots.
its possession. Its plan seems to T
*
I be the better of the two as far as
D UR ING TH; E PRIMARY now developed.
campaign in Kentucky Senator
*
CHAIRMAN JONES,
Barkley's managers learned that
one community which, according Reconstruction Finance corporto their estimates, ought to have ation has been urging the banks
been solid for the senator, was t o be more liberal in their loanpractically solid for Governor ing policy. It has been pretty deChandler. Investigating, they finitely hinted that if the banks
ound that in earlier years Chand- do not loosen up their job will be
ler had played baseball in that t a ken over by the government
community and had won the Now comes Chairman Crowley,
h earts of the fans. That is as of the Federal Deposit Insurance
good a r eason as some ot hers for corporation, with a warning to
political support.
bankers against taking excessive
risks. Mr. Crowley gives notice
DISREGARDING BACK- that this department will exergrounds which
cover several cise vigorous supervision over the
years, the immediate controversy credit policies of banks.
The
between Russia and Japan seems choice left the bankers seems
to sum up about like this:
about like that described by the
Russian troops occupied posi- colored preacher who urged his
tions not occupied by the J apa- hearers to choose betwee1:1 the
n ese and which are designated as "broad and narrow road that
Russian t erritory in treaties of leads to revolution and the narIong standing.
Japanese troops row and broad road that leads
forced them out and took posses- to damnation."

*

*

*

* *

* *

*

*

*

*

AFTER HAVING BEEN AVOID·
ed by grasshoppers during the
early part of the season Grand
Forks city and sections of the adjacent
territory
were invaded by
swarms of the
pests last week.
T h e s e hoppers
were not hatched
in this vicinity,
but flew in from
o the r localities
where their presence was equally
unwelcome. Their
movements and
general behavior
are interesting
and
unpredictable.
In some secDavies
tions of the city where the insects
were most numerous on their arrival on Thursday they did not appoor to be hungry. Careful watching of many specimens failed to
detect one of them feeding. They
hopped vigorously, flew in every direction and lit on plants of all
kinds, but not one was seen making a meal. In other localities they
were voracious and played havoc
with garden vegetables and other
plants.

their apparent lack of appetite on
some of the hot days, J, Arthur
Solien, of the N. Y. A. offices at
Bismarck, has observed grasshoppers carefully in his travels all
over the state. He reports complete
destruction of crops by them in
many localities. Mr. Solien says
that grasshoppers will not feed
in extreme heat.

* *

*

*

*

ON SUCH DAYS, SAYS MR.
Solien, the insects will fly upward,
seeking coolness in the higher air
levels. Reaching cooler air they fly
with whatever wind is blowing, and
settle toward evening wherever
they happen to be. This, he says,
accounts for the migration of
swarms of grasshoppers from localities where food is still abundant. Other migrations of course,
are due to exhaustion of food.

*

HOW FAR WILL GRASSHOPpers travel? Nobody knows exactly, and probably the facts vary
with the species and the conditions
at the time. Effort is being made
to learn more about the traveling
habits of grasshoppers by means of
dying the insects and then obtaining records of their flight. Recently some insects dyed at the Agricultural college at Fargo were
*
picked up in the vicinity of Rugby,
THE TASTES OF HOPPERS a fairly long flight, due probably
vary widely. In my own garden to a strong southeast wind.
thus far they have taken bites out
of a few gladiolous leaves and have
IT IS CLEAR THAT THE
chewed some of the petunia blos- grasshopper plague cannot be consoms. The blossoms seem tender sidered a local problem. Large
and edible, but I should imagine areas in which none of the insects
the gladiolus leaves would be tough were hatched may be visited by
chewing. A neighbor detected a destructive swarms of insects from
hopper chewing vigorously at a distant localities, and, as grassmarigold blossom. If marigolds hoppers are no respecters of state
taste like they smell the hopper boundaries, the problem which
had a peculiar taste. In another they create is one for national as
garden the onion bed was strip- well as state attention.
ped of everything above ground,
*
regardless of the pungency of NOT MUCH HAS BEEN HEARD
onions.
in recent years of Esperanto, the
* *
"universal language." Some years
CORN FIELDS HAVE SUF- ago it was quite the rage, and prefured by having the silk chewed dictions were made that within a
off, which will prevent the proper few years the people of every race
development of seed. But in one and nation would write and speak
case the hoppers had tackled the Esperanto, if not exclusively, in
shoot carrying an ear and chewed addition to the local tongue. That,
it round and round, as a beaver it was argued, would help to bring
chews a. tree. In some areas of the all races together in terms of costate where the fields were full of operation and friendship.
sow thistle for years an invasion
of hoppers a few years ago cleaned
THE G E N E R AL PUBLIC
up every visible thistle and left the seems to have forgotten Esperanto
land in good condition. In other as well as the several other incases reported where sow thistle vented languages intended to perwas abundant in fields of sweet form like service. But there is an
clover the insects have devoured international society devoted to
the tender, succulent thistle and the propagation of the language. At j
left the sweet clover untouched. the society's conference in London
But this year near Grand Forks a week ago there were 1,700 delefields of sweet clover have been gates in attendance. There was
ruined by grasshoppers, tough as evidence that the spirit of broththat plant is.
erly love is not complete among
* * *
those profciient in the language
AUTHORITIES ON THE SUB- when the Italian delegates refused
ject tell us that grasshoppers pre- to speak because of the participafer a temperature of a bout 70 for tion of a representative from Barfeeding, which may account for calona and loyalist Spain.

*

*

* * *

*

*

*

* * *

I

OFTEN WHEN I H~AR DISc-µssion of the political activities of
officeholders I think of the practice which governed in Ontario,
an d presumably
in all of Canada
in my boyhood,
a n d wonder if
the custom still
prevails. T h e r e
the rule was that
the appointive officeholder could
not vote in any
election affecting
the selection of
persons b a v i n g
authority over his
appointment.
Davies

*

*

*

THUS THE TOWNSHIP CLERK
or treasurer, who was appointed
by the township board, could not
vote in township elections. He
could vote for members of the dominion and provincial parliaments,
but not for members ·of the Township board, who would be his employers. Sheriffs and registers of
· deeds were appointed by authority
of the provincial parliament, therefore, while they could vote in dominion and township elections they
were disqualified for participation
in provincial elections. Postmasters
and collectors of customs were appointed by dominion authority and
were excluded from participation
in dominion elections, though
eligible as voters in all others.

* * *

made a campaign issue of the fact
that shortly before an election the
administration had employed a
large force of men to dig dandelions on the grounds of the parliament buildings at Ottawa. The
work was denounced as unnecessary and the purpose to influence
votes.

*

*
NATURE'S* SPRINKLING
SYStem, in full operation up to a short
time ago, has suspended operations
temporarily, and that fact, together with thermometer readings
above 90 almost every day, has
begun to give the lawns a parched
appearance , and the garden hose
has again come into play. Set one
of those whirling sprinklers going
a little before sundown, then look
through the spray toward the sun.
The effect is brilliant and beautiful. Go to one of the world's fairs
at New York or San Francisco next
year and you will see playing fountains that will look just about like
that.. And you will exclaim: "How
marvelous!" The home effect will
cost about five cents.

* * *,

MR. FARLEY DIDN'T MENtion it when he was here, but
the federal government sold a big
postoffice building the other day
for the sum of one dollar, believe it
or not. The building is the old '
structure in New York City, built
many years ago, and now superseded by a fine new building. The
building will be razed by the city
at a cost of about $67,000 and the
site will be landscaped in time for
the big fair.

* * *

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE
strikers whose walkout caused the
closing of the Ringling Brothers
and Barnum and Bailey circus complain that the company has shown
bad faith in permitting some of its
major features to be exhibited by
the Al. G. Barnes and Sells show
which exhibits in Grand Forks today. Did the strikers expect the
big show to go into permanent retirement?

THIS EXCLUSION OF THE
employe from participation in the
selection of his employer extended,
at least in theory, to political activity in general. The dominion
employe was supposed to be completely out of dominion politics, and
so with appointees of other public
bodies. Probably such officials did
occasionally do a little campaigning on the quiet, when nobody was
looking, but any public display of
* * *
activity would have been considerTHEY BETTER KEE,P AN EYE
ed decidedly improper.
on that man Corrigan. He. intends
*
*
to make a test flight on Thursday
THE PURPOSE OF. THESE RE- with the machine in which he cross- ,
strictions, of course, was to pre- ed the Atlantic, and although the /
vent the use of official position experimental license for the plane
for political purposes. I have no was revoked, he expects to receive
idea how effective they were in official permission for · the test.
purifying the political atmosphere. But let that boy once get into the
The rule applied to official posi- air and there's no telling where
tions, not to minor employment. he'll be heard from next. With a
And I recall that on one occasion compass so unreliable and a sense
the party opposed to the existing of direction so untrustworthy he
-administration-which I think was may make his next landing at
that of Sir John A. Macdonald- Shanghai.

*

I

RELATIVES ARE TRYING TO
et trace of Wellington Laughlin,
g
.
who, when a young man, left his
home in Michigan and came to
North Dakota or
Minnesota. If living he would be
about 70 years of
age. Information
conc~rniD:g h i ~
or his children, 1f
any, may be sent
to his cousin, E.
R. L au g h 1 i n,
Torrance, Penn.

* * *
PROFE S S O R

Rowland, of the
University music
department, was
interested in the
Davies
mention in this
column of the biography of Emily
1 Kemble, · as he is familiar with the
hi tory of the Kemble .family, and
in his youth saw some of its members on the stage.
Mr. Rowland also recalls that on
one occasion when his father was
visiting at Hawarden, the home of
Gladstone, he attended the local
church. After seating himself in
the pew to which he was ushered
he glanced at the other occupant
of the pew and recognized the
stately form and classic features
of the famous British statesman.
Gladstone hospitably shared his
hymn book with the stranger.
"And," said the elder Rowland afterward, "he could sing bass, too."

I

* * *

DOES ANYONE KNOW WHY
young robins spend so much ~ime
at their toilet? They are liberal
bathers, as their parents are, but,
bathing or not, they spend hours
picking at and among their feathers. The old birds do not seem
to do nearly so much of this. Are
the young ones ridding themselves
of mites, or are they removing the
loose down of babyhood?

original, but a reproduction. The \
only genuine copy of the first i_ssue of The Herald known to be m
existence is bound in the office ,
files· and stored in The Herald's
vault. When the fiftieth anniversary editfon of the paper. was published in 1929 it was photographically reproduced and inserted in
the regular issue as a souvenir supplement. In some unknown way 1
the lower right-hand corner of the /
front page had been torn off, therefore in the reproduction it had to
be left blank.

*

* *

EVERY LITTLE WHILE SOMEone reports possession of an old
newspaper supposed to be valuable
because of its rarity. One such
newspaper is that containing news
of the death of George Washington. Almost without exception these
are reproductions of the originals
and have no commercial value.
Facsimiles of ancient documents
are often innocently mistaken for
originals, especially if they turn up
in out-of-the-way places, as many
of them do. Of course an old pa- 1
per or document of real value may
turn up once in a while, and it is
well to be certain before . discard- ,
ing such finds.

*

*

*

* *

*

TUESDAY'S HUMIDITY, ACcording to my thermometer, was
about 70, and it was a sti.c ky day.
New York has been having bumidity up in the nineties, with
temperature of 90 or over. I'm not
sure just how they figure it, but if
100 means complete saturation, a
few more degrees of humidity
would have drenched New York
with water just from the natural
ooziness of the atmosphere.

MELVIN D. HILDRETH, FOR- !
mer United States district attorney
for North Dakota, and now a resident of Washington, D. C., is one
of. the leading members of the Circus Fans of America, an organiza* *
tion devoted to the perpetuation of
A C O RR E S P O N D E NT RE- the circus as one of the great Amports that he has a copy of the erican institutions. I am heartily
first issue of The Grand Forks in sympathy with the movement.
Herald, which he supposes is a Of course, with the adoption of
rarity. The copy, he writes, is in mechanical power instead of horgood condition, but for some rea- ses and the omission of the pa- I
son the lower right-hard corner of rade, the circus will never be quite
the front page is blank, not having what it once was, but it is still
taken the impression of the type in something with which everyone
printing.
should become acquainted in child* *
hood so that a. proper groundwork
LIKE MANY OTHERS. WHICH of t~~te may be established for la- t
have been reported, this 1S !!0t !!!1 I ter- ii.l'e;-

I

*

*

ONE OF. THE MOST M1:STER- inal · impression

ious things in life is memory, the
power to record impressions re·ceived at one time in such a manner
that
they
may be revived
at another. There
is a theory that
one never actually forgets any.thing, that the
record
o n c e
made is always
there
though
there never need
be an occasion to
r e a d it, and
though even the
attempt to do so
may fail.
Davies

'*

* *
THEREISANOLDSTORYOF
a domestic in the employ of an
English clergyman which is sometimes told in support of this
theory. The clergyman was a
classical scholar, and in his home
study he often recited long passages in Greek and Latin. Often
this was done in the presence of
the maid, who, almost illiterate,
understood not a word that was
said, and paid no attention to the
declamations. The girl was taken
ill, and, to the astonishment of
everyone, poured forth volumes of
Greek and Latin. Somewhere in
her subconsciousness had . been
written, without her own knowledge, the record of what she had
heard. An abnormal brain condition had brought the record to
light.

* *

*

WHATEVER MAY BE THE
accuracy of that story, it has, in
some measure, its parallel in the
experience of almost everyone.
Driving one day past a field of
curing alfalfa its frangrance was
brought to me by a light breeze.
Instantly there came to me the
recollection of a clover field in
which I had worked as a boy fifty
years before, and of which I had
not thought for years. But somewhere there had been stored away
the record made by the fragrance
of curing clover. It had been carried through the years and had
become overlaid by millions of
other experiences. But a bit of
perfume, traveling on a light
breeze, had sorted out that orig·-

from all others,)
had made me conscious of it, and
had accompanied it by its appropriate association of meadow, and
hillside, and flowing river, and all
without any effort of the will.
Probably everyone has had some
such experience.

* *

NO LESS* STRANGE THAN
the spontaneous r.e vival of long
buried impressions is the power to
reproduce some impressions at
will, a power that is exercised during almost every conscious moment. The record of every experience is there, dormant and unrecognized. The will asserts itself,
and one remembers, because he
wishes to do so, a date in history,
the lines of a poem, a happening
of yesterday, the name of a friend,
although a moment before that
record was buried in obscurity.

* *

FORGETFULNESS* I S
AS
strange and as erratic as memory.
One is at a loss for, a familiar
word. "I have it on the tip of my
tongue," is the familiar remark.
But in spite of all effort the word
refuses to come. A little later,
without any effort whatever, the
word pres en ts its elf. It is as if
memory were an independent entity which in moments of perversity refuses to be directed, cajoled
or hurried.

* * * OF FAMFORGETFULNESS
iliar names is a common malady,
and it is no respector of persons.
The person affected by it may
suddenly find himself unable to
recall the name of his most in timate friend. In fact, it seems to be
the most familiar names that are
most apt to be forgotten because
of this curious memory lapse.
This tendency, which often exists
as a slight defect, may become an
important malady. In any form it
is apt to be embarr,a ssing. One of
its peculiarities is the tendency to
forget, time after time, the name
of the same familiar person~

* *

*

THERE A R E EFFECTIVE
ways of training the memory, and
some of these have been made the
basis of useful courses of treatment for defective memories. Two
rules seem to be generally accepted as useful. One is to concentrate
attention on -the subject before one,
and the ther to associate familiar
things w th the subject to be remembere .

NEW YOR:t{ERS WHO HAVE,rather dramatically at Jacob Riis \
been sweltering fo~ ·weeks in a park, New York, when lightning
steam bath with temperatures un- struck a crowd on the beach exrelieved
the deluges of rain actly a year following a similar
which have fallen lightning stroke at the same spot.
day after day, are Each time three persons were
looking forward killed and many were stunned or
to the first frost, shaken.
·
w h i c h amateur
*
prophets
have
THE QUEEN MARY HAS REpromised in just captured from the N ormandie the
six w e e k s. The record for westwar crossing of the
point is that the Atlantic, making the voyage in 3
katydids have ar- days 21 hours and 48 minutes,
rived, or have clipping more than an hour off th
begun chirping, Normandie's record. It is expected
and the tradition that the Queen Mary will now- try
is that the first to better the N ormandie's east..
frost of the sea- bound record. It will now be in
son will come just order for the Normandie to have
six weeks after her engines remodeled, the tilt of
Davies
the katydids tune her propeller blades changed, or
up. I had supposed that the katy- something done which will enable
did belonged much farther south her to make a new record.
than New York. I never saw or
*
heard one in my boyhood, though
ONE INTERESTING THING
my home was in the New York about the voyages of the two great
latitude. My first acquaintance ships is the precision with which
with those insects was during the the course is followed. Some autoSt. Louis world's fair, when our mobile expert has said that an aufamily, rooming at a suburb, went tomobile cannot be so driven twice
to Bleep each night to the music over the same course between the
of the katydids.
same points that the two speed* *
ometer readings will be exactly
THERE IS A CURIOUS ASSO- alike. Although the road is perfect-,
elation of the period six weeks with ly laid out and in perfect condi- j
weather behavior. There is the ka· tion, the driver will vary a little in
tydid tradition. Then we are told the accuracy of his driving, weav•
that if it rains on St. Swithen's day ing a little more or less from a
· it wlll rain for 40 days, approxim- straight line, especially if he has
ately six weeks, thereafter. If the to adjust himself to other traffic.
groundhog sees his. shadow on
*
*
February 2 he will go into retire- BUT THE MILEAGE COVERED 1
ment, in a ticipation of six weeks by the two big ships in their re- (
more of winter.
spective record crossings showed ·
* *
a variation of only one mile. From
IT !J."OOK FORTY DAYS AND port to port the Normandie sailed
nights of rain to produce Noah's 2906 miles and the Queen Mary
flood, and this may have some 2907. The officers of those ships
bearing on modern weather. The set their own course across unnumber 40 crops out often in bib- marked waters. They sailed through
lical history, and one ancient law daylight and darkness and were
provides for certain criminals "for- subject to the disturbing influence
ty stripes save one."
of w· ds, tides and currents. Devi* *
atio of a hairsbreadth from the
THE TRADITION THAT true course would have made miles
"lightning never st ikes twice in of ifference. Yet in two voyages
the same place" ha been shatter- of early 3,000 miles there was a
ed time and again. It was broken diff rence of only one mile.

by

* *

* *

*

*

*

*

SOME PEOPLE ARE WC>Nderlng If the state payroll Is to
be purged of certain non-contormlsts because they helped to
slip the machinery into the
wrong gear at
the recent meetIng of the Republican st ate
e o m m i t tee at
B I • m a rck. It
had been all fixed, at the dlrection and with
the approval ot
Davies

but when it
balloting
110me ot the delegates failed to
stay put, and John Gray was
given the job. The ballot was
aecret, but if it develops that any
o! the payrollers contributed to
that unexpected result, there may
be some vacancies.

* *

*

JOHN GRAY IS A FORTHright and d - - ' - "
- - -...son. He takes the reasonable posltion that the business ot the
Republican committee la to promote the election of the Republican ticket. pn that ticket are
Senator Nye, a candidate for reelection, who will be opposed by
Governor Langer, and a lot of
other candidates who -rs nomlnated by means ot the spport of
the Langer organization. ChairGray's. job w:111 be to get
those conflicting el-1:9
work together, and It's going to
be aome job.

=

***

come too mUcb a( a fa.mi.y matter, in this instence I am IDClllled
to sympathize ~th Jim.

* * *

WHILE A PRESIDENT'S
son may be envied, in reality he
is in a tough spot. If he does
nothing he is a loafer and dis~•
fatlaer. If he gets a
job or
f(ltcJ 'business, no matter where or what, then w:111
allegations of presidential lnfluence. And he will be besieged
with offers ot favors in the hope
that he wW reciprocate by the
use of influence at headquarters.
Innocent or guilty, Ile w:111 be ua,
tar
p llrlckbats from nery
t of the compass.

goes

THE o!E ~H;NG THAT
seems to be clear in respect to
the military conflict between Russia and Japan Is that neither
narty Is quite ready for the big
war that has seemed to be just
around the comer. Those who,
at a distance of thousands of
mil~ are confused over the situ11tlon i'ft
e '"trar East, need no1
feel that tllei1' uncertalnt 18
ref! ctf
th Ir
y
any
e on on
e
Intelligence.
In every Important world caplta!, and as near the center ot
military activities as they can
get, are capable and experienced
newspaper correspondents who
would give their eye teeth to
know what it 18 all about, and
what 18 behind it all. And the
best that
of 0.
do 18
tQ report ~ the :.s-=..ppenIDgs IUI
ell
th
d
w
,as
ey ean, an
guess at their meaning.

***

GOVERNOR LANGER IS
waiting until he gets returns
from ~ F&ll8 roots before he
decides whether or not to be a
candidate for the aenate 1n November and whether u the Union
party nominee or as an independent eandidate. That's what he
saya. Actually It Is pretty well

APPARENTLY RUSSIANS
and Japanese have UllOd the border Incident u a meana of feel•
Ing out each other'1 1trsngth and
getting 1lg1at OD eub otller'I pm,,,
poses. What they haft
nobody else knows, but they appear to have decided to quit
fl&'htlng tor the time being.

understood that his excellency
hall been a candidate right along,
leaving for further consideration,
perhaps, the question of where
h1I .1111111,e la to, appear on the ballot. The official Union party can-

CONF'LICTING CLAIMS OF
sovereignty affecting two or three
small South Pacific Islands have
been made by the United Stetes
and Great Britain. The Islands

* * *

l&W

withdraw, leaving LBzlpr
cancy which he may fW
choosea.

* *

*

value, u they have no worthwhile harbors and they could not
be effectively fortified. But they
have value as potential air and
radio atetlons, and It la tor tllON
purpose• that control of them 11
desired. There Is to be no war
over their posse881on. Agreement
hell l;leeD reached that both natlona ars to UM them In development of their alrwa}'a, and
while that Is going ·on diplomata
will search the records to discoverer, If they can, whose the
Islands are. It may tal,e a generatlon or two to find out, bu
meanwhile, both nations w:111 en
oY their use In peace and amlty.
Not at all a bad Idea!

lF LANGER ACCEPTS THE
Union party nomination, which
Is expected, a eurloUll situation
will exist. For his own Interesting purposes the Union party was
Invented two years ago by Con·
greaman William Lemke, who
nomlnated hlmllelf u the pres!dentlal candidate of that party
while also running as a. Republlcan eandidate for congress. This
year Lemke turns his back on
the party which he created, ls
abandoned by his former League
following, but wlnB the Republlcan nomination anyway. Langer
picks up Lemke's dl•carded Union
*
*
party and makes himself Its senGOVERNOR LANGER'S DEatorlal eandldate.
flance of the grain trade In peg*
ging the price of durum reads
l AME 8 ROOSEVELT, THE like something out of Gilbert and
preaident'1 son and secretary, Is Sullivan. AB a. means ot Insurout with a spirited denial that he Ing justice to the farmer the govhas UllOd his relationship to the ernor ordered the mill to pay 17
president to secure buslnesa con- cents above the card price for
tracts and fatten his Income. durum, the Im.plication being that
Some charges that have been he would thereby be paying
made ca.tegorlcally he denies just farmers 17 cents more for their
u categorically, and there are grain than they could get elsethus crea.ted direct questions of where.
The joke ill that the
fact. Other Items are more or grain trade had been paying that
leu Involved. While I have premium or more right along.
thought that under this admlnls- Still, campaign material can be
tratlon the presidency has be- made of almost anything.

*

* *

A COPY OF THE NORTH DA.kota Guide one of the series which
w hen com;leted will cover the en~
.
. '.
tire country, 1s Just received. The
series was begun
as a WPA project, primarily to
provide employment for writers
and research
workers otherwise unemployed,
and for the seco n d a ry purpose
of making avail,able to the public
in con v en i ent
form information
c o n c e rning the
history, topography and interesting features of
Davies
wery part of the United States.
he North Dakota volume was preared under the capable superviion of Miss Ethel Schlasinger,
state director of the project. Miss
Schlasinger, a graduate of the University of North Dakota, had the

THE VOLUME CONTAINS A
concise description of North Dakota, its history and developme;1t;
several pages devoted to the high
lights of its political history; racial backgrounds of its people, with
sketches of their folk-lore; its natural resources; its principal cities
and its parks and playgrounds and
its highways and trails.

*

* *

THE LATTER SECTION,
which occupies about half the
space in the book, is arranged conveniently by "tours," each of which
follows some designated highway.
Tour No. 1, for instance, conducts
the traveler over Federal Highway
No. 81, from Pembina to the South
Dakota state line. Mention is made
of each town along the route, and
of others reached by short side
trips. Bits of local history are recorded, and there are descriptions
of interesting local features along
the way, some belonging to pioneer
days, and others of the bU:sy present.

* *

*
THE BOOK IS WELL
ILLUStrated, and attached is a map showing principal highways, railroads)'
etc. A valuable feature is the excellent index. Never before has
such a quantity and variety of information, covering every locality
in the state, been presented in
single volume, and much of the information has never before been
ublished in any form.

task of selecting a large force of
workers to whom was assigned the
task of collec~ing_ information in
every community m the s~ate, and
the ~urther duty of .chec_kmg, condensmg and arrangi?g m orde~ly
form the great q~anbty of material
assembled. She .1~ to be .~ongra~ulated on the eff1c1ency with which P
*
th; work w:15 d~ne. I select from
IT WOULD BE TOO MUCH TO
Mis~ Schlasmger_s preface t e fol- expect a work of this nature, conlowing sentences·
taining information collected by so
*
many persons from so many
"THE A M E R I C A N G U I D E, sources, to be free from error. It
series, covering the forty-eight is in no critical spirit, therefore,
states, Puerto Rico, Alaska and but in the interest of accuracy, that
numerous cities and towns, is un- I call attention to one error relatolling a Unique and inspiring ing to the newspaper history of
anorama. of these United States Grand Forks. On Page 150 it is
with their lively background and stated that George B. Winship, j
their vibrant present. The North founder of the Grand Forks Herald,
Dakota guide adds its contribution purchased the Plaindealer, whichi
110 the whole, giving the reader a had been founded by Geo. H. Walsh,/
. icture of the state, its land and and merged it with the Herald. No
7esources, its history, people, the mention is made of the Evening
"ities and towns they have built, 'Times.
and the principal points of inter* *
THE PLAINDEALER
WAS
est. New chapters in North Dakota's story and other phases of never merged with the Herald. It
its life and works are still to be continued publication under sevtold. This volume-a pione~r enter- eral different ownerships until it
prise in a state where the records suspended, and its plant was brokof the past and the varied life of en up, par of it being shipped to
i today h
. ad not heretofore been as- Fargo. Th Evening Times, which
sembled-may well serve as an in- entered th field while the Plaincentive and a foundation for fur- dealer wa still in existence, was
merged wi the Herald in 1911.
ther books."

*

* *

*

1

*

THE PERCENTAGE OF FAMI- of the ceremonial. The mainten-1
lies of Welsh origin in North Da- ance of this ceremonial and · the'(
enthusiasm with which it is atkota is not large, which makes all tended by the masses are in keep-I
the more inter~sting the fact that ing with' the traditional musical
in one North Daspirit of the' Welsh people.
kota home there
*
is an object pecuIN THE ARTICLE THE CORliarly Welsh, of
respondent.mentions another North
h i s t o ric signifiDakota Welshman, Prof. William
cance. Professor
B. Thomas, who has been an inRowland, of the
structor in Jamestown college for
University, has
30 years, and whose daughter, togiven me a clipgether with the daughter of Harry
ping fr om a
Emerson Fosdick, were the only
Welsh paper in
two women who stood high enough
which a corresto take postgraduate work in medipondent tells of
cine at Johns Hopkins.
1seeing
a bardic
chair in the home
UNDER THE . CAPTION "AMof John R. Ederica's Country Editor No. 1," the
wards, of GoodMilwaukee Journal publishes a
rich, North DaDavies
colorful sketch of W. H. Conrad,
kota. The bardic chair is a prize publisher of the Star News of Meda warded in a competition in which ford, Wis., and new president of the
Welsh bards and minstrels com- National Editorial association. In
pete. The North Dakota chair was the 19 years of his work at Medford
aw8irded in one such contest in Mr. Conrad has built up his paper
1869 to Richard Foulkes Edwards, from a two-man four-page publicauncle of the present owner, whose tion with a circulation of 1,100 to
Welsh title as given on the bronze one of 14 pages with a circulation
plate attached to the chair was of 3,800 employing a staff of 14.
"Risiart Dhu o Wynedd," or "Black
*
Richard of Wynedd." Black RichONE OF THE FEATURES OF I
ard came to America in 1870 and Mr. Conrad's weekly paper is its
settled in Oshkosh, Wis., and died full page of want ads, a feature
the same year, before the chair which has been developed through
reached this country.
years of diligent work. The news
·* *
editor of the paper is Vernon L.
"CHAIRING DAY/' THE DAY Orton, and his wife, Irene Morkrid
. on which these prizes are a warded, Orton, has charge of local news. '
is a great day in Wales. Its ob- Mrs. Orton is the daughter of Mr. \
servance in some form dates back and Mrs. Geo. Morkrid, 1218 Unito the days of the Romans. In mo- versity avenue, Grand Forks.
j'
clern usage it is marked by a vast
. assemblage at which honors are
ACCORDING TO YOUR LIFE
awarded for excellence in poetry magazine:
and vocal and instrumental music.
You have one chance in 100,000
rrhe ceremonia is one of great of living to be one hundred years
formality, the official bards being old, better if you are a woman begarbed in their robes of state, their cause two out of three centenarians
chief wearing a breastplate of gold. are of the weaker sex.
_
The highest award is the crown,
You have a fifty-fifty chance of
and the second the .c hair, both be- living to be sixty-four. If you have
ing of fine workmanship and artis- already reached sixty you chould
tic design. Mr. Rowland tells of have an additional fourteen and a
one young man whom he heard half years, if you are a man, or
preach in an obscure little village an extrEt sixteen if you are a wochurch who impressed him by the man.
clearness of his thought and the
The odds are four to one that
beauty of his language. At the next you will reach the age of fifty, as
contest that young man won the 75,000 out o:E 100,000 attain that age.
crown, and at the next he was But it is exactly the reverse-one
given the chair, a double honor al- chance in four-that you will live
most unprecedented in the history to be seventy-seven.
I
.

* *

*

* *

*

*

* *

*
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CARL PETERSON, UNIVER-1 will emerge next spring, a flying
sity weather observer, confirms my creat~re, with wings and body
beautifully variegated.
guess that the curious weather
freak of last week, when a furious
THE THIN FABRIC WHICH
wind at 4 o'clock forms the beginniny of the caterin the morning pillar's cocoon is at first almost
was accompanied transparent, and if it is held before
by an immediate a strorig light one can watch the
jump in tempera- movements of the caterpillar, as,
ture from 70 to 95 hour after hour, it carries its silkdegrees, was a en threads back and forth and
phenomenon, un- round and round until it has built
prece de n t e d at around itself a strong, tough case
least in this re- in which it can undergo the
gion. Carl has strange metamorphasis from crawlsearched the rec- ing to winged life. As it thickens
ords of the local and is exposed to air and light the
wea the r bureau cocoon becomes dark and opaque.
and has been able
to find nothing
SOLOMON'S INJUNCTION, "GO
corresponding to to the ant, thou sluggard; consider
Davies
it. M or e o v e r, the ways and be wise," has been
there appears nothing similar in quoted millions of times as advice
any record for any locality to to be up and doing, to hustle, to
which he has success. As to the get a move on. I wonder if Solocause, he is as much in the dark mon wasn't speaking in a sort of
as the rest of us, but suggests sev- Pickwickian sense. Or perhaps he
1eral metereological combinations as never watched an ant very closely.
possible explanations. He has sent
*
a record of the facts to WashingAT ANY I RATE, WHILE THE
ton, and awaits whatever explana- ant does seem to get things done
tion the authorities there have to in a rather remarkable way, much
offer.
of its life is spent in futile, pur*
poseless, wasted activity. The ant
DURING THE APPR04-CH OF on the sidewalk seems to have no
that storm, and an hour or two be- objective and no sense of direcfote it struck the city, Carl watch- tion. Running at a rate corresed the sky with interest, as the ponding to at least a mile a minappearance of the western clouds, ute for a human being, he will rush
together with the behavior of the precipitately across the walk; then,
barometer, indicated the approach without picking up anything or inof a storm. Three times during that vestigating anything, he will rush
period of waiting, he saw unusual just as rapidly back again. He will
and beautiful discharges of light- run zig-zag to every point of the )
ning, blue in color, which, at first, compass, climb over all sorts of obresembling great balls of fire, stacles and perform prodigies of
seemed to explode, lighting up the strength and enturance, all withentire sky. This he supposes to be out accomplishing anything whatdue to the presence in the air of ever.
quantities of dust whose particles
became surcharged with electriciNOT ONLY DOES THE INDIty.
vidual ant thus fritter away his
time, but the team-work of ants
MRS. SYLVESTER MARSHALL has been greatly overrated. I
of Emerado, writes:
watched a lot of ants struggling
While in my garden the other with a disabled grasshopper. There
day I found a mysterious looking were 20 or 30 of them at work, evi"worm", one that I had never seen dently intending to drag the hopper
before. It was about 4 or 5 inches somewhere. Did they have a plan
long, although at times it would of campaign? Were they organized,
become much shorter. It was green with captains and squad leaders
in color, with yellow, blue and or- and all that sort of thing? Nothange button-like things on its ing of the sort. It was every ant
back. It was about 3-4 of an inch for himself, and not one of them
in diameter. ·r became interested in seemed to know what it was all
it so I put it in a glass container, about. Any one of them could drag
and after two · days it spun a gold- that hopper, for they are powerful
en brown web around itself, sealing brutes, but they pulled in as many
itself in. Then a day later I found different ways as there were ants.
two more and likewise put them If more ants happened to be on one
in captivity. Now they have start- side than on the other the load
ed to spin webs around themselves. would be moved a few inches that
I have never seen anything of this way-. Then the majority would shift
kind, and neither have any of my and back the hopper would go, To
neighbors."
vary the program, every little
while two of them would get into a
THE DESCRIPTION WHICH fight, much like human beings.
Mrs. Marshall gives corresponds to Two hours after I first noticed
that of the caterpillar of the Sec- them I was back that way and they
ropia moth, largest and most beau- were still at it. They had expended
tiful of our local moths. The cater- tons of energy, and they and the
pillar has encased itself in a cocoon hopper were just about where they
of silk, from which, if all is well, it started.

* * *

* *

*

* *

* *

* * *

*

* *

* * *

IN LOOKING OVER A NUM-120 yards of linen of the 60 yards
t>er of documents in her family which is now at the bleach."

.
rchives,
Mrs. Dr. Mulligan ca~e
tcross an attested copy of the will
o
one M i I e s
Doyle, a farmer
in Wexford coun•
t1," Ireland, apparently a distan t, but unknown relative.
The w i 11 was
made in 1833 and
the attested copy
in 1835. The document, now 103
years old, . is in
perfect condition,
the heavy paper
showing no signs
of deterioration,
and the ink in
Davies
which the various bequests are inscribed in a . firm, round hand,
showing as distinctly as when the
copy was made. Apart from the
excellent manner in which both
paper and ink have been preserved
th.rough more than a full century,
the document is interesting for its
formal phraseology and for its ilIustration of the m·a nner in which
bequests were made so long ago.

* * *

MILES DOYLE WAS A FARMer, and it is · evident. from the character of the bequests made that
he was a man of means, the owner
of land and houses as well as of
personal property. His will begins
with the devout declaration once
common in such documents:
"In the name of God Amen, I,
Miles Doyle, of Cromogue in the
County of Wexford and Barony
of Scarawalsh, being weak in body
but of sound, disposing mind and
memory, and ~onsidering the uncertainty of this transitory life,
and for avoiding controversies
after my decease, make, publish
and declare this my last will and
testament in the manner and form
following."

* * *

TO HIS SON MILES THE TEStator bequeathed "all my land, cattle, chattels, goods, houses and the
benefits accruing from them," subject to the payment from the estates of specific bequests named
thereafter in the will. To his
daughter Margaret are bequeathed
30 pounds sterling, "her bed and
bedding and other small articles
befitting one of her sex, with th_e
bedstead made by John Doyle, the
mahoghany table, four chairs, and

*'

* * ARE MADE
THESE BEQUESTS
to the daughter in addition to her
100 pounds sterling in cash." She is
further given "a cow called Cowman to give her milk and 40 barrels of cup potatoes each and ever~
year until she gets married, and
then ·she is to have no further call
on said cow or potatoes." Still
further she is to have the bee
hives "which is now in the cabbage garden and what turf is in
the outhouse, so long as she remains unmarried.''
* * *

MARY AND ELIZABETH KEhoe are given jointly 20 pounds
sterling "and one feather bed
which I now · lie upon, the new car
(obviously a jaunting car and not I
an automobile) that was never (
yoked." There is the provision that
no stoppage is to be made in the
payments· to "Betty," on account of
the 30 pounds advanced to her "the
time I was sick last."

* * BEQUESTS
OTHER *
MINOR
are of small sums in money and
household goods and of a number of other beehives. Evidently
Miles Doyle was a man of substance, thrifty and f orehanded and
solicitous· for the welfare of his
kindred. Some of the items in his
list of benefactions read rather
strangely now. We hear little of
feather beds, and the designation
of the use of a ,c ow to furnish
milk for his daughter until the
daughter's martiage is an interesting touch. Such a document has
the flavor of long ago and gives
evidence of the human spirit which
outlives paper and ink, local customs and formal methods of expression.

*

*

THE STORY *OF THE MAN
who acquired a white elephant and
then didn't know what to do with
it has become a classic. The Winnipeg park board has no elephant,
but it has two lions which it finds
to be equally embarrassing possessions. The lions were presented to
the city by Shriners in 1935 and
1936 when they were mere kittens.
Housed in Assiniboine park in~
a
building erected years ago as
temporary structure, they have
reached about their full size, and' ·
while they are amiable and affec1
tionate there is danger in keeping
them in their present quarters. /
Suitable quarters would cost some
$10,000, and it seems that the big
cats must go ...

IN SPEAKING AT THE

DE-1 all

I

the rules ot justice and to

dication of the new bridge across international law. But in purthe St.
Lawrence President. suance of the policy of neighborRoosevelt made a strong plea Ii.Dess no steps have been taken
for the developto secure settlement of these
ment of the St.
claims or others growing out ')f
L a w r e n c e
the seizure of oil properties.
waterway by
*
joint action of
THE MEXICAN GOVERN-

* *

th

e

American

ment

an d Canadian
governi;nents. In
doing so be
could not refrain
from
making one ot
h i s custom1.ry
slaps at priDav:e1
vate utility interests. He warned the Canadians that unless steps were
ta.ken in the near future to secure to the public possession of
the power of the great, river,
American private interests might
aoon create monopolies which
would menace the future of both
countries.
FOLLO~G * T; E

has notified

Washington

that it will pay for the seized
properties what and
as it
pleases. Meantime, oil from the
seized wells is being sold to Germany, and presumably to Italy
and Japan, and it is suggested
that tq.is process will result in
the building of close political
contacts between the Fascist nations and Mexico, to the distinct
disadvantage
of
the
United
States. This, it is believed in
some quarters. would have been
prevented and a more vigorous
policy been followed.

* * *

THE QUQESTION "WHEN IS
a Democrat not a Democrat" is

PRESI- occupying the attention of poUtici&n.s in 1everal states and in
the nation at large. Following
his deliberate reading of Senator
George of Georgia out of the
party, President Roosevelt has
publicly castigated Senator Tydings of Maryland and Representative ot New York. The offense
which each of these men has
committed is that of refusal to
follow without question the lead
of the president in respect to
matters which were not menUoa.ed in the la.st Democratic platform or discussed a.a ilaue1 in
the last presidential campaign.
There ts in existence thou h
perha.pa In obeyanca, 'a theo~'Y
that the policy of a party ahou\d

dent's address Premier Hepburn
of Ontario issued a statement
from Toronto which serve1 as a
sort of wet blanket on prospects
for early action on the waterway.
Mr. Hepburn says that
there will be no development of
power on the river without conaent of the governments coneemed, and that there w~l be uo
consent from the Ontario government. Ontario, hean.~ay;,he!~~
not need the power,
does, whJch will not be UDtil a
long time fn the futu~, 8'1'.ld
when that time comes, the matter will be handled in accordance
with
pre.Milt policy of public

,u;,:

* *

*
be determined by Its members
IT IS UNFORTUNATE THAT .through their representatives in
the party's national convention.
improvement. of the great water- The theo
on which Mr. Rooseway tor navigation purposes has
It
ry
been compllcated. by injection in- vet p:eedsli is ~t he deterto the problem of tho highly con- : nos
po cy ~ : : t party AS
troveraial CJU88tloU &BSOCiated
:now
no m~
with power development _an_d dis- ly and un tlestionabl him blind
tribution. Some forty m1lhon in- D
t q
Y is a true
habitant.a ot
tb.is emocra";·,·- - - ·,
continent are directly tnterel
in t he removal of obstruction,
A STRIKE INVOLVING ONE
which bar them from convenient of the local wholesale houses
accesa ~ Iba ocean. Those ob- ha.a be&D. in progreaa tor some
•trucUon1 can be removed at a dayi. A• I ha.ve been illf'ormed
1ost which bl. relation t<> the the atrike hi Grand Forks did
benefits to be realised would be not originate In /J,D.Y local dlsnegligible. Yet thl whole pro~ pute over wage1 or working
ject is 1tymied (goltera correct condition.,, but 1• par t of a •trike
m• if tba.t ii not the proper ortgina.ting out of the city ..n
term} by wrangling over the di.I- certain houses of the same
posal to be made of power lD group. Pickets have been atationwhich relatively few of these af- ed at the plant and pickets have
fected by navlg&tion possibilities been arrested charged with conhave any interest whatever.
spiracy to interfere with the law~
ful rigbta of others.
~·rs P-

:i

w:oioe~:!;,

*

* * *

FRIDAY'S HERALD CON'N.ined an editorial eommenting
on Secretary Hull's recent ad·
dress on International problems
under the caption "Wise Council." A friend inquires if "council" is the right word in that
connection. He didn't think it
w as, and he is quite right. Obv iously the word should have
been "counsel." Wandering attenlion and wan.del"ing fingers
can do some curious things with
the typewriter keys. Of course I
could blame the compositor, but
if I did he would be likely to dig
up the copy and prove that the
err or was mine, so what's the
use ?

* * *

THE' LOCAL POLICE DEpe.rtment has publicly stated Its
pollcy
be tb&t of protecting
pickets in their legal: right of
peaceful picketing and others in
the transaction ot their lawful
business. Because of the timidity
of peace officers in many ciUes
to deal promptly an.d effectively
with acts of violence in conneclion with picketing many persons have come to entertain the
sincere belief that ernploymen
as a picket confers on the indi
vidual the right to trespass on
private property, to place obstruclions In the way of the conduct of lawful business and to
* *
intertere with employed persons
SOME OF THE COMMEN- In the discharge of their duties.
tators are wondering i! the good
*
neig hbor policy of this govern~
NO SUCH RIGHT EXISTS
ment toward Mexico may not The picket has no more right
recoil in an unpleasant manner to do any of these things t.ha.n
and hit the American govern- any other ~rson has the righ
ment in the eye. In words of to enter a r~sidence against th
scarcely more than one syllable protest of the owner or to plac
S e c r e t a r y Hull informed the any obstruction in the way o
Mexican government that its another citizen as he attempts t
seizure of lands acquired and enter or leave his own home. All
h eld in good fa ith by American such acts are breaches of th
citizens without m aking p r ompt peace, whether or not accom
and just c o m p e n s a t i o n was panied by the striking of blow
le confiscatio
contr
t
r the firin of shots.

'°

*

* *

MY UNCLE ROBERT> ONE OF or in desperation gave voice thus:
a family of ten who became dis-

tributed over a considerable part
of the earth's surface, was a man of
70 before I ever
saw him, and I was
then approaching
. middle life. I visited him at his home
in Illinois where he
still ran the little
truck farm that he
had operated for
many years. He
confined himself to
the producing end
leaving the marketing to be done by
a
neighbor on
Davies
shares. ·

*

* *

MY VISIT WAS IN THE LATE
.summer, and Uncle Bob's tomato
plot contained bushels and bushels
of ripe tomatoes for which there
was no sale, for everybody had
slathers of tomatoes. It hurt my
feelings to see so many fine tomatoes going to waste, and I mentioned the fact several times. After
hearing one of my expressions of
regret Uncle Bob said:
"Young man, you don't need to
wory about those tomatoes. I had
made a good profit off that toma. .
to ground weeks ago. I grow tomatoes to sell when they're bring 10
cents a pound. When they get down
to 25 ·c ents a bushel I let somebody
else sell them.

* * *

HIS PLAN, WITH TOMATOES
and other garden truck, was a variation of the strategy of the Confederate general which was "to git
thar fust with the · most men.''
Uncle Bob aimed to be on hand
early with a choice product, and
he made it pay.

*

* OF REAL
IT TAKES*A SPELL
weather to. wring a weather editorial from the distinguished N ew
~ork Times, but New York's
weather has been so ornery this
summer that the Times had treated it editorially several times. Day
after day of intolerable heat and
smothering humidity brought comment. Then the heat wave broke
and a day of cool breezes was
greeted with editorial enthusiasm.
But the breathing spell was brief,
and ag,ain the .c ity was plunged
into Turkish bath. Then the edit1

* *

*

CARLESS OF MEN AS THE
gods of Epicurus, the weatherbosses went on too long a picnic,
sitting on cakes of ice and claretcupping. In charge of the works
they left a 'prentice urchin, highbrow, pragmatical, curious, earnest
and absent-minded. Full he turned
on the heat; then, rushing back to
his study, lost himself once more
in "Adiabatic Changes," Dummetropf's epochal treatise. So the great
fire was started; and soon there
was hell to pay in burned-up terra
infirma. Washed out as well as
burnt up.

* * *

OCEANS OF AQUEOUS VAPOR
choke us and drown us. We are
boiled and we are roasted. We are
baked and grilled and fried. We are
melted, dissolved, liquefied and
mighty neor liquidated. Mosquitos
with beaks like eagles, mosquitos
minute enough to laugh at screens,
daily and nightly sing our dirges.
They have stung our flesh and
soon will be picking our bones.
·
*
j
OH, · TO BE A TROGLODYTE
now that August's here. Let us
muse on caves and .c averns measureless to man. Drip, drip, , drip,
says the stalactite in the cooly
darkness. Let us dream of Arctic
landscapes, pull the walrus's mustache, so like an old Ninth Warder's
and pas the time of the day with
the polar bear. Those pictures on
the wall, you'll notice, are all
snow scenes. The library consists
of "Snow Bound." We are living
in a country totally windless except
for hot blasts from politicians. It
is timely to talk and read about
winds from the time of Aeolus, that
classical old gent who originated
the ,term ''in the bag."

* *

*

*

* IN FANCY
LET US BUILD
highly modern blocks of spumoni.
Let us plan to plan our houses as
refrigerators. Above all let us not
use the irritating term, "air-conditioned." The outside. air is ill-conditioned and plainly ·c omposed of
minute particles of inflamed coaI.
1
Lats and most of all let us implore
1
those absentee weather-dieties to
get back on the job, cuff the 'prentice's ears and turn out a better
article of weather. Otherwise the
Federal Government may have t
pass a law."

J

MANY ERRONEOUS STATE- OLD-TIME . 'l'HRESHING DAYS
ments have been made about are recalled by E, L. ]V-1:oulton, of
North Dakota. One of the latest is Thompson, who writes under date
· th a t a c1·t·1zen of th·1s s t a t e was a August
"NO t. .19: th
· t
·
w e d"conductor'' on the
icmg
e pie ure m
nesday morning's edition of the
underground railHerald, featuring Sam White's
road over which
steam threshing outfit, and Redsome 20,000 fugiwing Bros.' combines, recalls to my
tive slaves were
mind the many changes that have
transported from
come about in the method of
the slave states to
threshing here in the valley during
Canada and freethe 56 years I have lived here.
dom. In the cur"The first threshing machine of
rent number of the
which I can remember, derived its
Reader's Digest is
power from a 'tread mill' which
an article on the
consisted of an inclined platform
underground railof planks attached to an endless
road by Henrietta
chain, upon which horses walked,
Buckmaster, contheir weight causing the platform
densed from the
to revolve, thereby furnishing powReview in which,
Davies
er directly to the drive belt. Rather
among the operators of that secret crude as we think of it now, but
and efficient means of escape is in those days it seemed very satis"Rial Cheadle of North Dakota'\ factory~
·
who, posing as onembecile, made
numerous visits into Virginia in
"IT IS A LONG WAY FROM
the interest of his mission. Al- that old machine to the present day
though after each of his visits num... combine. In those days w·e used to
erous slaves would be missing, he be threshing in October, and later,
was never suspected.
and if we got our plowing done by
* * *
Nov. 1st. we were fortunate. HowOBIVIOUSLY THIS IS AN ER- ever, this· year, I finished seeding
ror. Before the Civil War, when in March, and the 15 day of Aug.
the underground railroad was in I had all my fall plowing done.
operation, there was no .such state The farm work is speeded up now
as North Dakota, and the few per- my modern machinery, earlier varisons who inhabited this vast un- eties of grain, and I think, a, slight
organized territory were not mak- change in climate. However, with
ing trips into Virginia to aid in all our modern tools to farm with,
the escape of slaves. Presumably I still think of the good old days."
Cheadle was from North Carolina,
* * *
and either author or printer has
MR. MOULTON REFERS TO
made a slip.
the treadmill machine as the first
threshing rig · that he ever saw.
THE UNDERGROUND RAIL- Before the treadmill was the .c irroad has become a tradition, but cular horsepow~r machine, which
nearly a century ago it was very was operated by eight, twelve, and
real thing. Its secret stations were I believe by as as many as sixteen
maintained on farms and in all horses traveling in a circle.
/
sorts of our-of-the-way places, and
* * *
from place to place slaves were
THE FIRST THRESHING MAconducted, or foot, hidden in wag- chines that I recall did only a
ons ostensibly hauling produce and partial job of .cleaning the grain
in other ways until the border was leaving in it large qualities of
r reached. They were taken by boat chaff and broken straw whtch bad
across Lake Erie or smuggled to beremoved by the use of a. fanrivers. Thousands of them were ning mill before it could be markgiven employment or established on eted. Back of all that, of course,
farms in the southern belt of that was the primitive flail, which was
protion of the province. I have still in quite general use in my boyheard it said that there were more hood, and which often wielded eveblacks than whites in the town of nings and Saturdays, although by
i Chatham, near the Detroit river. principal job at such times was to
Many of those immigrants became turn the crank of the fanning mill,
substantial and respected citizens. which I detested.

* * *

* *

*

....

ELEVEN YEARS AGO GEORGE
Kame, an inveterate horse trader,
founded the convention, which was
a modest annual affair until recently when Mr. Kame moved it
to a large farm which he had acquired, and which he maintains
chiefly for that purpose. The traders who attended last week's gathering came from many states, traveling by buggy, wagon, on horseback, by truck or by trailer, whichever might be most convenient.
They brought with them some 400
nags, good and otherwise, and
when they got there they proceeded to trade hosses on a grand
scale in the presence of 2,000 assembled spectators. The affair
wound up with an auction. The
only discordant note was sounded
by a few new members who swapped off other articles than horses.
Among other features a tug-of-war
was staged between two mules
owned by two traders. The winner
was to take both mules. When the
* * *
decision was announced the winTHE FACT OF ABSORBING ner sportingly offered to flip a
interest just at this time is that all coin, winner take both, and the
the work on the park was done other man won.
by residents of the vicinity with* * *
out a cent of outside assistance.
STORIES OF HORSE TRAD- ,
When throughout the country eyes .ing remind me of a yarn told by
are turned toward Washington and my grandfather of the achievehands are stretched eagerly in ment of a man in his village in
that direction it is encouraging to England . .Fairs were held bi-weekbe reminded that there are still ly in the neighboring market
communities whose members pre- town. They were attended by resifer to rely on their own resources, dents of the entire countryside,
and, within the limits of their abil- who took cattle, horses and other
ity, do with their own hands the animals and whatever else might
things that they wish to have serve as the basis of a sale or a
done. That, it seems, is the spirit trade. The fair was a place for
of . the residents of western Ro- quick wit and shrewd bargaining.
seau county, and I am sure that
* *
as they and their guests enjoy the
ONE R E s I D E N T OF MY
beauties of the park, they will feel grandfather's village was Thomas
a glow of satisfaction. in. th~ fact something-or-other who, because
that what they are enJoymg 1s the of his leisurely movements and apresult of their own unaided effort. parent slowness of thought was
*
popularly known as Sleepy Tom.
IN A LITTLE TOWN IN UP- One fair day Tom mounted his
per New York state last week horse and ambled off to town.
there was held a convention of During the day he traded horseshorse traders. That may seem how many times is not recorded.
strange to those who think that But in the evening he returned
there are neither horses nor trad- home, still riding the same horse,
ers left, but the .c all for the con- and with 20 pounds, $100, in his
vention brought together about 100 pocket which he had received as
men who have traded horses all boot in his various transactions.
their lives, some who say they Apparently Sleepy Tom had ha~ a
would rather trade horses than eat. wakeful day.

HATS OFF TO THE PEOPLE
of Greenbush, Minn., farmers and
viilagers ~like, on the completion
of their Pelan battleground park.
The park occupies the site of an
old Indian battleground, and the
identification and
preserva t i o n of
t hose
historic
spots is always
interesting a n d
comm e n d a b 1 e.
C o m m e n d able,
too, is the fact
that in the work
done on the
· grounds there are
preserved for
posterity natural
beauties w h i ch
otherwise might
have been lost.
Davles
But these are not the really significant things about the Greenbush
park.

I

1

*

* *

quarter section, whereas it was
actuilly grown on the adjoining
quarter. I was reminded on rea<:}ing of the expedient employed by
a farmer whom I knew many years
ago. Fritz-that name will do as
well as any-was deeply in debt,
and everything he had was mortgaged. · Having seeded his home- '
stead-and mortgaged the crophe arranged to plant additional
crop on a neighboring tract . . That
tract, occupying the north half of
a section, was in stubble and the
owner, a non-resident, had not intended to crop it that year. Fritz
started to plow for barley on the
northeast quarter. He had just got
nicely started plowing when a
creditor came along and demanded
a crop mortgage. Cheerfully Fritz
assented, and the mortgage was
drawn and signed there and then.
It covered all crop to be grown on
the northeast quarter. As soon as
the creditor was out of sight
Fritz abandoned the few acres
that he had plowed, crossed over
and plowed on the other quarter.
* TRUCK
*
HAULING BY
HAS In the fall Fritz had a good crop
several features quite different of barley without a mortgage
from hauling by wagon in the against it.
earlier d.a ys, and even hauling by
* *CARES;
* THERE
IF ANYONE
wagon is different. In the days
when . straw-burning steam thresh- were 24,569 sets of twins born in
ing engines were the rule, 50 . bu- the United States in 1936, 277 sets
shels of wheat was considered a of triplets and six sets of quadgood load of wheat. Larger loads ruplets. More births occurred in
were hauled, but Mr. Elken's loads July than in any other month and
were six or seven times the weight more deaths in March. All this acof the average earlier load. And cording to the census bureau.
under the road conditions that prevailed, 50 bushels made a good
A PLAY *
ON WORDS WHICH
load for two horses to haul any once had wide circulation told of
considerable distance.
the famous duel between Mr.
Shott and Mr. Nott. I hadn't seen
*
ANOTHER DIFFERENCE
IS it for years until I came across it
that the farmer today does not the other day in a stray paper. All \
bother much with sacks to hold trace of its authorship has been
his grain. Nearly all the grain that lost. This is how it goes:
goes to market is taken loose in
grain tanks, large or small. For"A DUEL WAS * LATELY
merly it was all sacked as it came fought in Texas by Alexander
from the machine. It was one man's Shott and John S. Nott. Nott was
job to stand in a hole about 18 in- shot, and Shott was not. In this
ches deep beside the machine and case it is better to be Shott than
hold a sack until it had received Nott. There was a rumor that Nott
three half-bushels from the spout, was not shot, and Shott avows
then to hoist out the sack, which that he shot Nott, which proves
was hoisted into a waiting wagon. either that the shot Shott shot at
Sacks were not tied, but the loose Nott was not shot, or that Nott
tops were· twisted and turned un- was shot notwithstanding. It may
der to prevent spilling. At the be made to appear on trial that
elevator the sacks were dumped in.. the shot Shott shot shot Nott, or,
to the hopper by hand. The fell ow as accidents with firearms are frewho handled those sacks all day quent, it may be possible that the
felt that he had done a day's work shot Shott shot shot Shott himself,
when night came.
when the whole affair would resolve
itself into its original ele* *
A MAGAZINE STORY TELLS ments, and Shott would be shot,
h.ow a farmer escaped having his and Nott would not. We think,
crop seized by ·a mortgagee claim- however, that the shot Shott shot
ant because the mortgage speci- shot not Shott but Nott. Anyway, it
fied the crop grown in a certain is hard to tell who was shot."

WHE.1.~ JUNIOR ELKEN HAULed to the. Mayville elevator two
loads of wheat weighing respectively 327 1h bushels and 370 bushels
he may or may not have broken all
records for such
performance, but
in each load he
was hauling
what would have
been a carload of
wheat 50 years
ago. The standard freight car of
those days had a
capacity of 20,000
pounds, which is
the . equivalent of
about 330 bushels
of wheat. Of
course the cars
could be loaded
Davies
somewhat beyond
their registered capacity, but in
speaking of a carload of wheat
one had in mind about 300 bushels.

*'

* *

*

*

* *

*

----rTHROUGH MANY. GENERA- popular belief that she possessed
tions the credulous. have be n in-~ powers of witchcraft. Those powterested .and sometimes frightened ers, however, seem to have been
by prophecies attributed to one used only benevolently, for tradiMother Shipton, who is supposed tion associates no malice with her.
to have predicted,
* ,i,
nearly 500 years
SHE IS SAID TO HAVE MADE
ago, many of the
predictions of remarkable accurmarvelous events
acy concerning prominent men of
which have ocher day, among them Cardinal
curred since her
Wolsey, at one time trusted coun-·
time. Mrs. .J. D.
sellor of Henry VIII. In rural
Hovey of ,.rolna,
· England prophecies attributed to
N. D . .sends in a
her had wide circulation and often
copy of "Mother
were believed by the peasantry.
Shipton's propheOne of her predictions was that in
cies/' which she
a specified date in 1879 the town
found in a book
of -Yeovil in Somerset, England,
sent home by her
would be destroyed by earthquake
father while he
and flood. As the appointed time
was a Union solapproached most of the inhabitants
dier in the Civil
abandoned their homes and took
War in 18 6 3.
Davies
to places of supposed safety, and
Though published thousands of thousands of spectators gathered
times, little is heard now of the at nearby points to witness the
old lady's predictions, and . per- catastrophe, which never occurred.
haps many readers have never seen
* * *
them and will be interested in
I HAVE A DISTINCT RECOLreading them. The accepted ver- lection that in my own neighbor1
sion runs:
hood in Canada the year 1881 was
* * *
an anxious one for quite a number
"Carriages without horses shall go, of those who had Mother Shipton's
And accidents fill the world with dire prediction in mind. The tenwoe.
sion lessened materially when the
Around the world thoughts shall date became 1882. The predictions
fly
above quoted have been interpretIn the twinkling of an eye.
ed, of course, as relat1 ng to modWaters shall yet more wonders do ern wonders, such as the automoN ow strange, shall yet be true.
bile, the airplane, the telegraph,
The world upside down shall be,
etc.
And gold be found a.t root of tree.
* * *
MANY OF MOTHER SHIP· Through hills man shall ride,
And no horse nor ass be by bis ton's devotees were shocked when
in 1873 one Charlie Hindley revealside.
ed he had forged most of the preUnder water man shall walk
dictions attributed to Mother ShipShall ride, shall sleep, shall t~lk.
ton for publication in a book sevIn the air men shall be seen
eral years earlier. The list given
In white, in black, in green.
above is substantially that of
Iron in the water shall float
As eas-,;r as a wooden boat.
·
Hindley, to which, probably, there
have been some later additions.
Gold shall be found mid stone
The Hindley book would be in cirIn a land that's now unknown.
Fire and water shall wonders do. culation about the time Mrs.
England shall at last admit a Jew. Hovey's father made his copy.
And this world to an end shall
* IS* THAT
* THERE
come
MY GUESS
In eighteen hundred a.nd eighty- was a Mother Shipton who lived.
one."
during the reign of Henry VIII and
who because of her appearance and
* * *
WHETHER OR NOT SUCH A manner was credited with uncanny
person as Mother Shipton ever powers of divination. Belief in that
lived nobody knows. Circumstan- sort of thing was then almost unitial statements are made concern- versal. Probably shrewdness and
ing the time and place of her luck established her reputation as
birth, marriage and dea.th and con- a seeress, and gradually there was
erning I predictions which she is built around her the tradition
said to have made. But not one of which has persisted until now. I
those statements can be verified.
know of no one now who has superstitutions about Mother Shipton,
* * *
ACCORDING TO THE MOST but there is a sizeable army of per, generally accepted legend she was sons who make their living off the
born in Yorkshire, England, about belief of others in astrology, palm1486 or 1488. She is described as istry and plain fortune-telling.
being more or less deformed, her There doesn't SP.em to be much difppearance lending support to the fe_rence.

*

I
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''HOLD YOUR WHEAT!" IS
again the slogan, this time
sounded by Governor Langer. It
has a familiar sound. Off and
on I have heard
It pretty regularly for some
fifty years.
Thousands of
farmers h a v e
been influenced
by it, but I re- .
call no case in
which they profited by following thrvt counsel. There have
b e en
ti m e s
when it paid
Davies
the farmer to hold wheat for a
better price, but invariably, when
holding took on the aspect of a
movement, in response to loudly
proclaimed expert opinion, the
advice, so far as I can recall, has
proven unsound. Perhaps it will
be different this time. I hope so.
ONE

* *

*

CONSPICUOUS

CASE

in which well-meant advice prov-

ed misleading was that in which
the first farm board, created by
authority of congress during the
Hoover administration, predicted higher prices for wheat and
advised farmers to hold. The intentions of the board were excellent. The board members believed that world conditions warranted higher prices, and they
did all in their power to stimulate
prices. But In spite of it all,
prices dropped, farmers suffered
substantial loss, and the government was left with millions of
bushels of unwanted wheat on
lts hands.

* *

*

THE

MINNEAPOLIS TRIB
bune takes Governor
enson to
task for saying that he does
not know
what Co~munism
means. In order that llght may
be shed on a somewhat opaque
subj~ct, will the Tribune tell us
just what Communism is1

*

* *

SINCE THE DIES COMMITtee in Washington has brought
out testimony to the effect that
so many writers, t e a c he rs,
preachers and office holders are
either out and out Communists
or are permitting others to lead
them blindfolded along the paths
of Communism, down in the capital people have taken to addressing each other as 41Comrade" when they meE:t. Many a
movement, good or bad, has expired to the tune of popular
laughter.

Than crucifixion of the soul,
Maryland, my Maryland."
It makes one almost wish
be there.

* *

* MAVECONGRESSMAN
rick, the New Dealer who was
defeated for renomination in
Texas, proposed to run as an
dependent, and his petitions to
that effect were filed. But a
state court has ruled that having participated in a Democratic
primary, Mr. Maverick must
abide by the result, and his name
cannot be printed on the ballot.
If the higher courts sustain that
ruling Texas wilt be one state
in which a defeated politician
must take his medicine. North
Dakota has no restrictions of
that kind.

in-1

*

* *

SE VE RA L TOURISTS REturning from Europe report that
they heard less talk of world
war over there than is to be 1
heard in the United States. But
it must be remembered that American tourists in Europe spend 1
a good deal of their time looking I
at the .scenery and visiting
thedrals, picture galleries, and
so forth.. Furthermore, many. of
the tourists speak only English, :
a language which many of the;
benighted foreigners do not un- ,
derstand.

ca-1

* * *

8 EC~ E TAR Y HULL REnews his request that if the
Mexican government finds it
nece~sary to tak~ possession of
Mexican properties owned by
Americans it pay what the property is worth. He adds the suggestion that as to properties already taken over installment
payments be begun at on~e,
whtle the value of the properties
is being determined by a proper
commission. Mr Hull's attitude
on this whole subject is quite
contrary to that of some Am- ,
ericans who hold that a government should wash its hands of
1 . . . , ~ -toward its
citizens the moment they cross
an international boundary. There
will be no war with Mexico, but I
there may be other ways of
convincing its government that !
violation of the command ' 1Thou ·i
shalt not steal" is unprofitable f
in the long run.

*

* *

OUR MUNITIONS MAKERS
are selling large quantities of
their products to Holland. The
material is being ased for the
equipment of military worls in
t> 1 Dutch East Indies. Holland'
is not preparing to make war on
* * *
anyone, but th.e eastern possesTHE CONTROVERSY IN!sions are temptingly near Japan
which President Roosevelt has and exceedingly vulnerable. She
chosen to participate in Gear- proposes to defend them if they
gia, Maryland· and New York, are attacked. Is it immoral for
as well as in some other states, an American. manufacturer to
involves the question whether to ship guns and shells, say, to
the people of a state shall choose Sumatra, because those things
their own members of congress may be used in a foreign war?
or have that job done for them
*
*
by somebody in Washington. I
NEW DEALERS IN WASH'.
suggest that the supporters of ington are exercised because ReSenator Tydings of Maryland, publicans are said to have voted
one of those on the Roosevelt in the Democratic primaries in
black list, adopt as their cam- certain states 8.nd thereby upset
paign song "Maryland, my Mary- the N ew Deal apple-cart. The
land." Imagine a gathering of morality of that • sort oi thing
ten thousand people striking up : seems to depend on whose apple"Thou wilt not cower in the dust; cart is upset. The practice of
Thy gleaming sword shall never nosing into the other fellow's
rust."
primary is not unknown in
And think of a parade march- North Dakota. Various devices,
ing down the streets of Balti- such as party registration and
more singing:
open declaration have been used 1
"Thou wilt not yield "the tyrant as a m eans of preventing it, but
toll;
all these have been abandoned.
Thou wilt not crook to his con- So far as the law is conceme
trol;
the voter may vote any
etter the fire upon thee roll
ticket that he pleases.

*

I
i

IN A LITTLE BOOK ENTITLed "Viva Mexico," published in
1917, Charles Macomb Flandreau
gives interesting descriptions of
Mexican manners and customs as
they were then,
and which travelers in that country find still practically unchanged. He tells ·one
· story illustrative
of
official
resourcefulness and
popular subservience.
A bridge was in
process of construe ti on at a
c e r t a i n village.
The rainy season
was approaching
Davles
and it was important that the work be completed
at once. Labor was scarce. as the
peasants were busy caring for
their crops. Arrests were made for
1
drunkenness and the offenders
were put to work on the bridge.
But this resulted in an abnormal
increase of sobriety, which was not
the idea at all. Then the chief official of the village ordered the arrest of every man entering tpe village without machine-made trousers.
1

I

June 4th, and the day after, June
5th. You see-in my work there is
constant variety."

* * *

I HAVE BEEN REA ING A
new book, "The horse-and-buggy
doctor, and I can recommend it for
its description of the experiences
of a country doctor in Kansas in
the days before the automobile, for
its genuine humor and its sometimes biting wit. The author, Dr.
Arthur E. Hertzler, although thoroughly trained in medical science
both here and abroad, chose to begin his practice on the Kansas
prairie near where he was born.
His professional equipment was
that of the schoosl, but his environment was that of the rural community where the popular attitude
toward medical practice was of
the most primitive character.

* * *

DR.
HERTZLE~S
EXPERI- ·
ence in long drives through flood
and storm were similar to those
which have often been described. '
Incidents of that experience, tragic
and humorous, and excellently told.
Some of his discussions of medical
practice will be of greater interest
to the physician than to the layman, but the book is especially interesting because of its arresting
human quality.

* * * INFORMAL THOUGH HE
* HAS
* *KEPT WELL
THE . CUSTOMARY
and working garb of the peasants in touch with research, has foundincludes long, wide cotton drawers, ed a hospital and written several
similar to the trousers of a pajama technical books, Dr.· Hertzler bas
suit, garments perfectly decent, a profound respect which his varied
convenient and comfortable. But experience gave the conscientious
the edict required the wearing of old-time country doctor. He develthe close-fitting trousers used for oped skill and r~sourcefulness far
formal wear. Peasants came to the beyond the power of the schools
village attired as usual in the white to supply, and for which all the
cotton slacks·, and were promp~ly equipment of the finest hospital is
arrested and put to work on ~he a poor substitute.
bridge. They were told that that
* * *
was the law, and they submitted
CONCERNING THE STATEwith docility. On the writer's plan- ment that one third of the Amertation the problem was ingenious- ican people are without adequate
ly solved. One pair of pants was medical care, Dr. Hertzler wonders
obtained, and when it was neces- where those people live. Certainly,
sary for one of the men to go to -he says, they are not to be found
town he donned those pants and in Kansas. The statement, he says,
doffed them on his return.
"seems to emanate from the same
*
Fount of Wisdom that urged us
ILLUSTRATING THE CHANGE- Kansans to plow up our pasture
less existence in Rural Mexico and sow wheat, and that now adthe writer recalls the story of ·a vises us to put the grass back and
German clerk who was asked if he plant shade trees and then give
did not find his work monotonous. the land back to the Indians and
"Why, no," he said. "Today, for in- buffaloes," a sample of the doctor's
stance, I am dating everything frank and pithy way of speakin
June 3d. Tomorrow I shall write his mind.

* *

HAV:ING BROUGHT WITHIN
sight of completion his collection
of sculptured eff egies of fou for.mer presidents in the granite of
Mount Rushmore in the Black
Hills, the artist
Gutzon Borglum,
is planning to exc a v a t e in the
rock beneath a
great hall of historical
records.
In this, according to the plan,
will be stored evidences of the civilization of today
in the form of
writings, pictures
and selected objects, so that the
people of hundreds or thouDavies
sands of years hence may have
an accurate picture of life on this
planet as it is lived in this present age. The hall, when completed
and filled with its .treasure, will be
sealed, to be opened only upon the
· order of some future congress.

* * *

I HAVE NO OBJECTION TO
Mr. Borglum digging a hole in the
rock of the Black Hills, if the
work is properly concealed from
view. And the idea of storing a way
, samples of our present civilization
for the enlightenment of future
generations has its attractive features. This is true even though
there are some things in modern
life .c oncerning which we have little
reason to boast. That is a different
thing from def acing some of our
most beautiful mountain peaks by
carving them into the semblance
of human features. Views on this
subject which I have expressed on
other occasions are shared by sev, eral persons who have written me,
and I was glad to see that a cor1 respondent
of The New York
Times, one Sam Ellis Levine has
similar views which he exp~esses
as follows:

acrimonious debate, wasted public
funds and imperfect profiles."

* * *

"WHY IN THE WORLD DO
they keep the Stroud twins on
Charlie McCarthy's program?'' asks
a mystified correspondent.
I've wondered about that myself, but I'll bet I know the answer now. It's to give the rest of
the program the emphasis of contrast. After hearing the twins one
would consider anything else pretty good. And that's no slam at
Charlie, either. He's in a class by
himself.

* * *

IN THE PROVISIONS OF A
will mentioned in this column a
week or two ago mention was made
of cup potatoes. I never heard of
them before, and hadn't the slightest idea what they might be. Neil
McDougall of Omemee comes to
the rescue with the following explanation:.

* *

"IN A RECENT * ISSUE OF
The Herald you wrote up an Irish
will of about 100 years ago. In this
will it specified that one of the
heirs should get 40 barrels of cup
potatoes each year. I was wondering how many of tyour readers
knew what cup potatoes are, or if
you know. We grew . some of this
variety in Ontario, but it is about
50 years ago that I ate the last
cup potato. The cup potato can
be told when growing by the
crinkled appearance of the leaves,
and the ripe potato by the deep
eyes, being much deeper than any
other variety. It has a much nicer
flavor than any other kind. It is
also firmer and lasts longer into
the summer before becoming soft."

*

* *ON PROSPECTS
COMMENTING
for recovery one writer observes
with every appearance of seriousness that the time and degree of
recovery will depend on the general
business trend. It is odd how these
things often hook up together. Several years ago Andy remarked to
* * *
Amos that it was too bad that
"I HAVE JUST STUDIED THE the depression came just when
picture of the proposed gigantic money was so scarce.
statue to St. Francis to be placed
* * *
north of San Francisco's Twin
AT A CHILDREN'S BEAUTY
Peaks. Granted that the statue is contest in New York there were
~ymbolic of an idealism of spiritual- more contestants at the close of
ism, to my lay eye it appears more the semi-finals than there had been
like a monstrosity destined to scare in the preliminaries. This unusual .
little children. And so, on behalf situation arose from the fact that
of our beautiful but dumb moun- mothers whose daughters had been
tain peaks, I beseech mountain eliminated surreptitiously worked
country chambers of commerce to their darlings. around onto the
d.e sist.
stage .again, each mother insisting
"For many years Gutzon Borglum that her child "hadn't even been
has been performing plastic opera- seen. The winner of the contest
tions on hills and peaks and trans- was a little girl of 6 who had gone
forming a site of beauty into a to sleep during the speechmaking.
wart on Lincoln's nose. Why? That She had escaped the boredom that
was a lovely mountainside before some of the others suffered and
he started. By the time he finishes came to the front fresh and un
it will stand as a monument to wilted.
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